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It is with some degree of concern that I begin to write these acknowledgments, since I’m aware of the fact that this will be the first (and maybe the only) part of this dissertation that people will read. For this reason, I was tempted to put the entire text of the thesis under this section. This would have allowed me to break the world record for the longest acknowledgments ever, but it would have also induced the opposite effect, i.e., decreasing dramatically the number of my readers. Anyway, let’s stop beating about the bush (sooner or later, it comes time for bushes to be beaten), and come to the point.
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A dissertation is a place where scientific results of a Ph.D. are collected, hence emotional feelings are better kept out of it. My gratitude for the friendship and availability that my colleagues of the SCS group, the Institute for Informatics, the secretariat personnel, and my friends in Amsterdam and elsewhere showed me won’t be acknowledged here, but personally to each of them.

Since I graduated in 1995 in Palermo, I stayed in different places around Europe, met
many interesting people, and got in touch with different cultures. Man's real home is not a house, but the Road, and life itself is a journey to be walked on foot, said Chatwin, and this could also be my motto. Meeting my travel mate for this journey was the greatest achievement of my stay in Amsterdam.

Piero Spinnato
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PS The cover image is inspired by Phaedrus' *De vulpe et uva*:

*Fame coacta vulpes alta in vinea*
*Uvam appetebat summis saliens viribus;*
*Quam tangere ut non potuit, discedens ait:*
*Nondum matura est; nolo acerbam sumere*.  
*Qui, facere quae non possunt verbis elevant,*  
*Adscribere hoc deebunt exemplum sibi.*

Guessing the metaphor that connects the above fable to this thesis is left as an exercise to the reader.